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FORM 7 
 

MONTHLY PROGRESS REPORT 

Name of CNSX Issuer: FANDOM SPORTS MEDIA CORP. (the “Issuer” or “FANDOM 
SPORTS” or the “Company”). 

Trading Symbol: FDM 

Number of Outstanding Listed Securities     138,408,336 

Date November 6, 2018 

This Monthly Progress Report must be posted before the opening of trading on the fifth 
trading day of each month.  This report is not intended to replace the Issuer’s obligation 
to separately report material information forthwith upon the information becoming 
known to management or to post the forms required by the CNSX Policies.  If material 
information became known and was reported during the preceding month to which this 
report relates, this report should refer to the material information, the news release date 
and the posting date on the CNSX.ca website. 

This report is intended to keep investors and the market informed of the Issuer’s 
ongoing business and management activities that occurred during the preceding 
month.  Do not discuss goals or future plans unless they have crystallized to the point 
that they are "material information" as defined in the CNSX Policies. The discussion in 
this report must be factual, balanced and non-promotional. 

General Instructions 

(a) Prepare this Monthly Progress Report using the format set out below.  The sequence of 
questions must not be altered nor should questions be omitted or left unanswered.  The 
answers to the items must be in narrative form.  State when the answer to any item is 
negative or not applicable to the Issuer.  The title to each item must precede the answer. 

(b) The term “Issuer” includes the Issuer and any of its subsidiaries. 

(c) Terms used and not defined in this form are defined or interpreted in Policy 1 – 
Interpretation and General Provisions. 

1. Provide a general overview and discussion of the development of the Issuer’s business 
and operations over the previous month.  Where the Issuer was inactive disclose this 
fact. 
Report on Business 
 
Overview 

Fandom Sports Media Corp. (CSE: FDM) (OTC: FDMSF) (FRANKFURT: TQ42) is a sports 
entertainment and gaming company “Hell Bent” on finding and creating the best sports 
content. FANDOM SPORTS allows passionate fans to unleash their primal sports passions 
by engaging with other fans, cheering for their favorite teams, players and jeering their 
opponents.  
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Management continues to actively build on the developments and progress made previously. 

 
Highlights 

• Revolutionary blockchain-based sports entertainment platform targets global market 
• App scalable through its backend infrastructure to support commercial growth with a global 

reach 
• Apps scheduled to be available on both Android and iPhone during Q4 2018 
• Worldwide gaming is forecasted to rise to more than $144 billion by 2018; online gaming is 

pegged to reach nearly $60 billion by 2020, according to NewZoo.com   
• Blockchain platform partnership with HHS Technology Group enables global reach and 

telecom-grade platform maintenance and operations 
• Global technology providers range from blue-chip companies like IBM, Google and Facebook 

all the way to cutting edge start-up companies covering interactive video players and 
Machine Learning solutions.  

• Esports entity opened in Helsinki to run global esports operations 
• In-house technology team and game studio for esports will further strengthen FANDOM 

SPORTS’ operations 
• Multiple, partnership-based revenue streams maximize sports fan-focused meta data and 

provide income opportunity across advertising, brand sponsorship, curated content and 
white-label app options on the blockchain sports entertainment platform 

• Strong management team with track record in successful business development, best-in-
class design team that previously built NBA and NASCAR apps, and digital marketing 
specialists that apply hyper-targeting data analytics and techniques 

 
The Company issued the following press release(s) during the month of October, 2018.  
 

(A) Esports Team Owner Joins the FANDOM SPORTS Board Of Directors to Build Global 
Esports Business  
 
Vancouver, British Columbia - October 23, 2018 – FANDOM SPORTS Media Corp. 
(CSE: FDM) (OTC: FDMSF) (FRANKFURT: TQ42) (“FANDOM SPORTS” or the 
“Company”), Globally recognized esports trailblazer and team owner, Klaus “Klasu” 
Kajetski has been selected to join the Board of Directors of the Canadian sports 
entertainment and gaming company, FANDOM SPORTS Media Corp. 

With his 20 years esports and gaming experience, the Finnish born, and Dubai based 
Klaus instantly becomes an invaluable asset to FANDOM SPORTS, as the Company 
embarks on the journey of becoming a world class esports entity both in the gaming 
capital of the world, Helsinki Finland, as well as in the global esports arena. 

Klaus is the Founder of YaLLa Esports, one  of the leading organizations in the 
Middle East and North Africa and has been heavily involved in building the Middle 
East esports ecosystem. 
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Constantly growing, YaLLa Esports currently has 30 players and staff across various 
esports titles from multiple nationalities like UAE, Saudi, Egypt, Tunisia and others. 

Klaus commented, "Working with the team and learning about their vision in 
sports made me realize FANDOM SPORTS' potential in the esports ecosystem. 
Esports is a perfect opportunity for FANDOM SPORTS to become a global platform 
and I am very excited to be part of the journey." 

Klaus will be attending 2018 SLUSH start-up event with the rest of the FANDOM 
SPORTS executive team in Helsinki, Finland, in December where he plans on 
introducing FANDOM SPORTS OY, the Helsinki based esports entity of FANDOM 
SPORTS media to the ever growing global esports market. 

A recent analysis by Deloitte estimates that the burgeoning esports industry will 
reach global revenues of $1.5 billion and a fanbase of 600 million people by 2020. 
That financial haul is comparable to France’s top soccer circuit, Ligue 1, and third of 
the size of the NBA. 

About FANDOM eSPORTS: 

 “Play. Predict. Get Rewarded.” 

FANDOM SPORTS Media is an entertainment company that aggregates, curates and 
produces unique fan-focused content. 

For more information, visit the company’s website at www.FandomSports.net 

For additional Information: 

Investor Relations 
Email: info@fandomsports.net 

Tel: +1 (647) 236-4895 

Or 

Sales & Partnerships 
Email: support@fandomsports.net 

– 

2.           Provide a general overview and discussion of the activities of management.

FANDOM SPORTS: The Brand

FANDOM SPORTS exists to allow sports fans to unleash their primal sports passions, to
express their adoration for their teams and players, as well as their deep scorn for their
opponents.
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Building on the success of its current, 2015 designed, FANDOM Sports App, the Company is 
phasing out systematically the legacy product and will launch an enhanced IBM Blockchain 
Platform accompanied by a new iOS and Android sports app in the fourth quarter of 2018. 
This core mobile product - the FANDOM SPORTS App – taps into the passion of sports fans 
around the world, bringing “trash talk” to a new level. 

Currently in development with HHS Tech Group and overseen by IBM, the new platform will 
give FANDOM the flexibility to expand into new global markets by tailoring a shell app, based 
on demand, to that specific market. While the shell app will look and perform the same 
globally, it will produce new results depending on the user’s geographic location. For 
example, a FANDOM Sports App user in China may not be as interested in the NFL, NBA or 
NHL like a North American market. Instead, their interests could be in eSports and sports 
leagues native to their country. 
 

3. Describe and provide details of any new products or services developed or offered. 
For resource companies, provide details of new drilling, exploration or production 
programs and acquisitions of any new properties and attach any mineral or oil and 
gas or other reports required under Ontario securities law. 
 
FANDOM SPORTS App is the ultimate destination for die-hard sports fans. The app enables 
users to follow their favorite live-action and fantasy teams and players, as well as test their 
sports knowledge and track viral sports highlights. During Online and live sporting events, 
professional athletes, commentators and users can engage and debate. It provides a place 
for fans to connect and square off in real-time with raw, authentic sports debates.  
Users are able to log in, celebrate and commiserate with like-minded fans or debate the 
enemy. The FANDOM SPORTS app currently targets major sports, including football, 
basketball, baseball and hockey, with future global expansion based on demand and market 
expansion plans. FANDOM SPORTS’ mighty live sports metadata provider is the 
Sportsradar. 

The app’s FanFights feature allows sports fans to engage other users and unleash raw 
opinions, predictions and uncensored debates. Application-use is further driven when sports 
lovers can keep up with their favorite teams and players, trash talk, invite friends to “Pick a 
Fight” to win virtual currency and experience points status.  

4. Describe and provide details of any products or services that were discontinued. For 
resource companies, provide details of any drilling, exploration or production 
programs that have been amended or abandoned. 

None. 

 
5. Describe any new business relationships entered into between the Issuer, the Issuer’s 

affiliates or third parties including contracts to supply products or services, joint 
venture agreements and licensing agreements etc. State whether the relationship is with 
a Related Person of the Issuer and provide details of the relationship. 
 
During the month of October, 2018, the Company maintained its short term Arms Length 
Licensing and/or Services contracts with certain art and app design services providers as 
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well as App management & testing providers.  These contracts are short term and may be 
renewed by mutual consent.    
The Company continues its engagement with Investing News Wire, (INN), a premier news 
distribution company and with Lehman Bush, a consulting and investment advisory firm 
headquartered in Beijing, China. The Company’s North American investor relations program 
continues to be overseen by Mr. Eric Bau.   
The Company has also engaged to date, 5 consultants, each an expert in his or hers’ 
respective field of esports, to advise Fandom Sports OY, in regards to navigating the large 
and ever growing esports sector and has completed successfully the first stage of esports 
app development as part of the esports appsprint, New York during the month of October. 
The sprint will be followed by a technical sprint to outline the created products technical 
requirements and road map for minimum viable product (MVP) creation while the IBM 
Blockchain based sports entertainment platform launches and matures in its features and 
product capabilities. FANDOM’s Esports ecosystem is separate from the North American 
sports super fan app FANDOM SPORTS App while it shares the same platform and multi 
tenancy architecture capabilities. 
 

6. Describe the expiry or termination of any contracts or agreements between the Issuer, 
the Issuer’s affiliates or third parties or cancellation of any financing arrangements that 
have been previously announced. 
 
None. 
 

7. Describe any acquisitions by the Issuer or dispositions of the Issuer’s assets that 
occurred during the preceding month.  Provide details of the nature of the assets 
acquired or disposed of and provide details of the consideration paid or payable 
together with a schedule of payments if applicable, and of any valuation. State how the 
consideration was determined and whether the acquisition was from or the disposition 
was to a Related Person of the Issuer and provide details of the relationship. 
None. 
 

8. Describe the acquisition of new customers or loss of customers. 
 
Gamification and User retention 

Functionality of the FANDOM SPORTS App enables users to engage in sports debates that 
have definite resolution from live games. The company is implementing strategies 
extensively used in the mobile gaming industry to attract its users in continued engagement 
with the FANDOM SPORTS App. Within the application environment, users become invested 
as “players” to build their profile (“Player Card”) while competing for rewards and prestige.  

The app further engages players with a unique in-game virtual currency. Not intended for use 
in real-world gambling, the virtual currency holds in-app value. With the in-app currency, fans 
are able to create their own “FANFIGHTS,” “Pick a Fight,” and debate the outcome of 
arguments. Users are provided a fixed amount of app currency upon initial sign up. As the 
user contributes and engages with other fans, they accumulate more virtual currency 
FANCOIN, as well as a higher experience on the platform.  
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Within the application scheduled to launch in Q4, users in certain regions can make in-app 
purchases to speed up their gaming experience, as well as “Pick A Fight” for prizes, in-game 
items and potentially live sporting events. 

9. Describe any new developments or effects on intangible products such as brand names, 
circulation lists, copyrights, franchises, licenses, patents, software, subscription lists 
and trade-marks. 

FANDOM SPORTS has successfully filed trademarks covering its key copyrighted assets 
such as logo, tagline PICK A FIGHT and the in-app virtual currency FANCOIN. Trademarked 
countries cover a strategic approach between our North American super fan focused 
FANDOM SPORTS app and our developing esports ecosystem featuring the first to be built 
app;- PLAY. PREDICT. GET REWARDED. 
 

10. Report on any employee hirings, terminations or lay-offs with details of anticipated 
length of lay-offs. 
The Company engages non-management consultants from time to time on a short term basis 
with the exception of its key personnel and management team.  
The Company has filled a major esports advisory role with Mr. Roger Quiles, New York City 
based attorney who exclusively services the esports and sports industries. Roger services an 
international clientele of esports teams, players, tournament providers, athletes, media 
companies and businesses that operate in the esports space, and professional athletes and 
businesses involved in the sports industry. Roger is also the co-founder of FTW Talent Inc, a 
full service esports talent agency dedicated to serving players, coaches and influencers 
throughout their careers.  
 
The Company has secured a strategic design resource for FANDOM eSPORTS App key 
product in terms of user experience and user interface building. Our designers operate under 
their brand new company https://www.outoforbit.io. 
 
As a result of the foregong additions to our esports advisory team, the FANDOM SPORTS 
esports team is complete and able to guide operational management on it’s esports 
decisions, For more information, please visit, https://about.fandomsports.net/ and 
https://esports.fandomsports.net/ 
 
 

11. Report on any labour disputes and resolutions of those disputes if applicable. 
None. 
 

12. Describe and provide details of legal proceedings to which the Issuer became a party, 
including the name of the court or agency, the date instituted, the principal parties to 
the proceedings, the nature of the claim, the amount claimed, if any, if the proceedings 
are being contested, and the present status of the proceedings. 
None. 
 

13. Provide details of any indebtedness incurred or repaid by the Issuer together with the 
terms of such indebtedness. 
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None. 
 
The Issuer in its normal course of business activities, may accumulate indebtedness from time 
to time in the form of fees for services, signing bonuses and management fees, as is regularly 
reported in the Issuer’s financial statements. 
 

14. Provide details of any securities issued and options or warrants granted. 

Securities Issued:  

The following securities of the Company were issued during the month of October, 2018.   
 

Security Number Issued Details of 
Issuance 

Use of 
Proceeds 

Stock Options  1,500,000 issued to 
consultants at an 
exercise price of 
0.115 per share  

N/A 

Common Shares NIL N/A N/A 
Warrants NIL N/A N/A 

15. Provide details of any loans to or by Related Persons. 
None.  

16. Provide details of any changes in directors, officers or committee members. 
The Company’s wholly owned Finnish Subsidiary, Fandom Sports OY, has appointed Mr. 
Ville Hartikainen as its President.  The Company has also engaged to date, 5 consultants, 
each an expert in his or hers’ respective field of esports, to advise Fandom Sports OY, in 
regards to navigating the large and ever growing esports sector. 
At the Company’s Annual General and Special Meeting (AGSM) held on October 11, 2018, 
Ms. Jonna Birgans, President and CCO of the Company, Mr. Henri Holm, CEO of the 
Company, Tristan Brett and Scott Keeney were elected by the shareholders to the Board of 
Directors.  Following the AGSM, the Board appointed Mr. Klaus Kajetski as a director of the 
Company rounding up the membership at 5 directors. 
The Board re-appointed the Company’s Officers to hold office for the ensuing year:  
Mr. Henri Holm, CEO; Ms. Jonna Birgans, President and CCO and Mr. Alexander Helmel, 
CFO.  
 

17. Discuss any trends which are likely to impact the Issuer including trends in the Issuer’s 
market(s) or political/regulatory trends.  
The increasing demand for live-streamed content is playing a significant role in the growth of 
sports apps. But rather than compete for dollars, it’s about competing for user’s time. 
Engagement is the currency, and mobile presents an unparalleled opportunity to gain 
granular insights into consumer preferences and engagement habits, something traditional 
media has yet to achieve.  
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FANDOM Sports is establishing routes to take advantage of strong growth of mobile gaming 
and mobile games. The worldwide gaming market is forecast to rise to $137.9 billion in 2018, 
according to Newzoo.  

Worldwide gaming is forecasted to rise to US $144.31 billion by 2018. In 2015, the online 
gaming market had a volume of US $37.91 billion, and this figure was forecasted to increase 
to US $59.79 billion in 2020. In 2015, the online gaming gross win accounted for 10 percent 
of the total gaming gross win, and this was forecasted to increase to 14 percent in 2020. 

Within this space, the FANDOM SPORTS App is the ultimate destination for die-hard sports 
fans to dive deeper. The app provides engaging and authentic real-time interactive content 
aimed right at the company’s targeted age demographic of 18-34. The FanFights on the app 
create a platform in which intense sports fans can engage other users, unleashing raw 
opinions, predictions and debates that you don’t want your mom to see on Facebook. 
Application use is further driven when sports lovers can keep up with their favourite teams 
and players, vent, gloat, invite friends to Pick A Fight and play to win virtual currency and 
experience points status. 
 
Detailed description of the business plan of the Issuer is included in the initial Form 2a 
Listing Statement approved by the CSE and which can be found on Sedar.com and the 
Issuer’s profile on the CSE. 
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Certificate Of Compliance 

The undersigned hereby certifies that: 

1. The undersigned is a director and/or senior officer of the Issuer and has been duly authorized 
by a resolution of the board of directors of the Issuer to sign this Certificate of Compliance. 

2. As of the date hereof there were is no material information concerning the Issuer which has 
not been publicly disclosed. 

3. The undersigned hereby certifies to CNSX that the Issuer is in compliance with the 
requirements of applicable securities legislation (as such term is defined in National Instrument 
14-101) and all CNSX Requirements (as defined in CNSX Policy 1). 

4. All of the information in this Form 7 Monthly Progress Report is true. 

Dated November 6, 2018 

 Henri Holm 
Name of Director or Senior Officer 

 /s/ Henri Holm  
Signature 
 
CEO  
Official Capacity 
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Issuer Details 
Name of Issuer 
 
FANDOM SPORTS MEDIA CORP.  
 

For  Month 
End 

 
October 
2018 

Date of Report 
YY/MM/D 
 
2018/11/06 

Issuer Address 
 
#830 – 1100 Melville Street 
 
City/Province/Postal Code 
 
Vancouver, BC, V6E 4A6 
 

Issuer Fax 
No. 
 
(604) 395-
7068 

Issuer Telephone No. 
 
(604) 341-6870 

Contact Name 
 
Alexander Helmel 

Contact 
Position 
CFO 

Contact Telephone No. 
 
(604) 537-8198 

Contact Email Address 
alex@fandomsports.net 
info@fandomsports.net 
 

Web Site Address 
 
www.fandomsports.net  

 


